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nallavanukku nallavan tamil movie download Nallavanukku Nallavan is a 1984 Indian Tamil-language action film,
directed by S. P. Muthuraman and produced by AVM Productions. The film features Rajinikanth and Radhika in lead
roles, with Karthik, Sarath Kumar, Venniradai Moorthy, Vadivukkarasi, . The movie is based on the 1984 film,
Allavanum Povumiyadalum, and was remade in Telugu as Ilakku Kilo Justice (1987) and Malayalam as Paapa (1989).
Nallavanukku Nallavan ( Tamil): Manickam (Senthil) is a kind-hearted laborer who works in an auto factory. After the
death of his son, he becomes depressed and stops going out of the house. His daughter-in-law Menaka ( Radhika ) and
the auto factory owner ( Sarathkumar ) search for the reason behind his depression. The film stars Rajinikanth as
Manickam and Radhika in the lead roles. The movie was remade in Telugu as Ilakku Kilo Justice (1987) and in
Malayalam as Paapa (1989). MESSAGE : Watch Nallavanukku Nallavan streaming on PutLocker. Watch nallavanukku
nallavan tamil movie download on Fenopy Movie Information. Language:Tamil. Genre:Drama. Year of Release:1984.
Duration:120 Mins. Starring:Radhika, Rajinikanth. Director:S. P. Muthuraman. Producer:AVM Productions. Movie
Clip : Nallavanukku Nallavan (Story) :- MANICKAM (SENHIL) is a kind-hearted laborer who works in an auto
factory. After the death of his son, he becomes depressed and stops going out of the house. His daughter-in-law Menaka
( RADHIKA ) and the auto factory owner ( SAR 570a42141b
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